
Robert Smith 
Printing Press Operator I

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Goal oriented strategist whose confidence perseverance and vision 
promote success. Self-motivated and assertive. Quickly learn procedures 
and methods.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Printing Press Operator I
ABC Corporation -   2009 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Skilled press operator with a commitment to producing top quality work 
through attention to detail, thorough planning, and sound knowledge of 
printing operations.

 Responsible for operating a 10 color paper board press with hollow-
bright and color foil capability.

 Role Stand Operator Feed rolls of the paper board into the press as 
necessary to maintain proper function.

 Ink technician Ensure proper levels of ink are maintained to ensure job 
completion.

 Prepare and mount plates, and change anilox for each project, while 
making adjustments as necessary.

 Proven ability to analyze and adjust to various equipment to achieve 
maximum output and quality.

 Able to quickly establish rapport and gain the respect of individuals at 
all professional levels.

Printing Press Operator
ABC Corporation -   2005 – 2009 

Responsibilities:

 40+ hours/week Began as a general worker maintaining presses and 
was subsequently promoted to Team Assistant responsible for the 
management of daily press productions, including setups, page layouts,
ink settings, plate spotting, reel changing, and web feeding.

 Inspected and examined printed products for clarity, color accuracy, 
conformance to specifications, and external defects.

 Skilled operating the Goss press letter print and offset, Mitsubishi Web-
offset press, and the TKS press featuring 50&quot; and 52&quot; Web 
units.

 Repositioned printing plates; adjusted pressure rollers, speed 
temperatures, and ink flow, position, and pressure; and interpreted 
tolerances of equipment.

 Reviewed job orders to determine quantities to be printed, production 
times, stock specification, colors, and color sequences.

 Monitored feeding, printing, and tracking of press to maintain specified 
operation levels and detect malfunctions, and made appropriate 
changes.

 Ensured that proper color and registration were maintained and uniform
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(123)-456-7899
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www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

People Skills, Team 
Player, Dependable, 
Customer Service, 
Communications, 
Computer Hardware.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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throughout the job and that the companys high standards were met..

Education
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